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Excavator Suiting Magnet Introduction 
Excavator Suiting Magnet including: 
- Magnet 
- Control cabinet 
- Generator or you could provide extra power supply 
 
There has two connection ways for magnet & excavator: 
 
Installation I: Fix the magnet with excavator: 

 
 

 

You could fix the magnet on crane with this kind of 
connection part 
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For this kind of installation way, you just need to replace the excavator 
bucket with our magnet, and you need to provide the size of bucket 
connection size: 

 

For better connection 
of magnet & excavator, 
we need to know the 
every size of this part. 
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Installation II: Hang the magnet on Excavator: 

 

 
For this kind of installation, you just need to remove the excavator 
bucket, and then hang the magnet on excavator with chain. 
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Comparison of two installation ways: 

Installation WAY I WAY II 

Description Fix magnet on excavator Hang magnet with chain 

Production Special design for one 
excavator 

Could be used for all 
types excavator & crane 

Usage Stable and no shaking 
during usage 

Could have shaking 
during usage 
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Information needs providing
(1) Your excavator lifting 
(2) Your request for the magnet
(3) If you need generator or not
 
We could solve all your magnet lifting solution according to your 
request. 
 
Any request or more information in need, please just 
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providing for model confirmation: 
excavator lifting capacity information. 
request for the magnet. 

you need generator or not. 

could solve all your magnet lifting solution according to your 

Any request or more information in need, please just contacts 
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